.track team captures victory from bruins.

(Continued from page 1)

third and two fourth places. This performance earned the teams—not too large a total, but still enough to win by a margin of three.

Ted Bennett brought the motion for the fire company when he entered a victory in the century in a time of 10.41 seconds. Cartier of Brown, and McCleverty and Cudding of Williams followed in the order named. The crowd was well satisfied at the tape, as the teams had some trouble during the race.

Machinist scored in twomeile.

Machinist was the only athlete of the day, from the standpoint of the Tech, to score a point. Peter and Jim Downey finished first and second, and were well ahead of the rest of the field at the line. Both boys showed rare form, and apparently were little bothered by the water.

The two other running stars were

... Jack Kelly, who threw the discus 127 feet, 11 3/4 inches, and

... Cudding, who entered the long jumper 13 feet, 4 1/2 inches, and

... Carter of Brown, and

... won the 100 yard dash.

... Bill MacMahon and Brown of Wil

... Nightingale, who ran in the 110 yard hurdles, and

... Carter of Brown, and

... won the 100 yard dash.
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